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Legislative proposals to strengthen tobacco control in Hong Kong

Dear Members of the Panel on Health Services,

I am writing this letter commenting on the proposal to ban electronic cigarettes that will be discussed during the special meeting on "Legislative proposals to strengthen tobacco control".

I am a 40 year-old physician, researcher at Onassis Cardiac Surgery Center, Athens-Greece, and University of Patras, Greece who has been actively involved in electronic cigarette research since late 2011 as a principle investigator in a variety of clinical and laboratory studies. I have 30 publications of research, commentaries, analysis and letters in peer-reviewed scientific journals concerning electronic cigarettes (please see: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=farsalinos) since January 2013. I have presented results of electronic cigarette studies in major international medical conferences (European Society of Cardiology Annual Congress 2012, 2013 and 2014, EUROECHO 2012 and 2013). I was invited as a speaker at the SRNT Europe Annual Congress 2014 and at the 16th World Conference on Tobacco or Health in 2015. Overall, I have 51 publications, posters and oral presentations of research in international medical congresses in the field of cardiology and mainly in electronic cigarettes, and I have been
invited to make 21 presentations in conferences and meetings, presenting topics on cardiovascular medicine and electronic cigarettes. Additionally, I received a scholarship grant from the Greek Society of Cardiology in 2012, for post-graduate studies and research in cardiovascular imaging, which I practiced in University Hospital Gathuisberg, Leuven-Belgium for 15 months.

Electronic cigarettes are the newest addition in the field of tobacco harm reduction, a concept of reducing morbidity and mortality by providing alternative to smoking products with far lower risk potential. This concept was derived from the admission that smokers smoke for nicotine (and the psycho-behavioral experience derived from the act of smoking) but die from tar (i.e. the combustion products which the smokers inhale).

Smoking cessation is a very difficult task. Current medications consist of nicotine replacement therapies (NRT – mostly in the form of gums and patches), oral medications (bupropion and varenicline) and psychological support. The efficacy of these medicinal products is disappointing. In randomized controlled trials, NRTs have a 1-year success rate of approximately 7%, which is much less when psychological support is not included [1]. In cohort studies of real-world quit attempts, over-the-counter use NRT in self-initiated quit attempts confers no advantage over stopping without any aid [2]. The efficacy of oral medications is lower than 20% even in well-designed medical studies [3], while in every-day clinical practice it is considerably lower [4]. Moreover, oral medications are hindered by serious adverse neuropsychiatric effects [5]. As a result, the majority of smokers are unable to quit smoking with currently available methods. Additionally, those who want to continue experiencing the positive effects of the smoking habit are unlikely to use any kind of medication since these do not substitute the pleasure perceived from smoking.

In that context, it is paradoxical to allow accessibility and use of the most harmful form of nicotine intake (tobacco cigarettes) while banning the use of a much safer alternative (electronic cigarettes). There is substantial evidence showing that electronic cigarettes are by far less harmful than smoking [6,7]. There is no tobacco and no combustion involved in electronic cigarette use. Additionally, the simulation of the behavioral aspects of smoking and the effective nicotine delivery, although severely criticized by parts of the
tobacco control movement, are basically the main reasons for the efficacy of electronic cigarettes in substituting smoking. Thus, they are a perfect fit for tobacco harm reduction. Being a clinician and in close contact with smokers on a daily basis, it has been very motivating to see heavy smokers being able to quit within days after electronic cigarette use initiation. This has been a turning point in their life, accompanied by significant improvement in health status [8]. Electronic cigarettes have given the opportunity to these people to avoid the adverse long-term health effects of smoking. It should be emphasized that electronic cigarettes are used by smokers or former smokers, while use by youth or adult never smokers is negligible. Therefore, any benefit observed in the group of smokers will not be accompanied by harm from use by non-intended population (i.e. never smokers). The public health benefit of allowing the sales of electronic cigarettes has been observed in Great Britain, where there are 2.6 million electronic cigarette users, of which 1 million are now ex-smokers [9].

Instead of punishing smokers for the inability of medicine to develop effective smoking-cessation medications, it seems reasonable, and is also our ethical responsibility, to provide them with less harmful alternative products. This is not just an issue of personal choice; it is also about protecting their human right of being properly informed and making decisions that will protect personal health from the consequences derived from a harmful addictive habit. Smokers should be treated with sympathy and compassion. It is true that nicotine addictiveness may not be resolved by switching from tobacco cigarettes to electronic cigarette use. However, the main purpose of public health is to reduce harm and death. It is not our responsibility or right to dictate people not to use nicotine, considering that nicotine has minimal effects on smoking-related morbidity and mortality.

Electronic cigarettes represent a historical opportunity to make smoking obsolete. A decision to ban a less harmful form of nicotine intake while allowing the use of the most harmful product is paradoxical, inappropriate and damaging to public health. Any decision to ban electronic cigarettes is extreme, unsubstantiated by evidence and a sign of weakness. Moreover, it will have the unintended consequence of protecting tobacco cigarette sales, by removing from the market their strongest competitor. I am confident
the regulators will make the correct decisions, protecting public health. I strongly support the need for appropriate and proportionate regulatory decisions that will ensure the availability of good quality products for consumers, while promoting evolution and development of new products. The European Union has been at the forefront of allowing the sales of electronic cigarettes while implementing rules to ensure quality and safety. Of note, the EU, as well as other regulatory agencies such as the US FDA, has correctly determined that electronic cigarettes should not be regulated as medications. This is extremely important considering that they are not used as therapeutic agents but to substitute a daily experience perceived from smoking with another experience. The huge variability of devices and liquid flavors characteristically satisfy the demand by the consumers and is associated with the consumers’ need to choose products based on personal preference [8,10,11].

It is of outmost importance for the regulators to be engaged in an open-minded debate, inviting scientists with vast experience on electronic cigarette research to present a balanced overview of the currently available evidence, with the main purpose of developing proper regulatory decisions to promote electronic cigarette use as an alternative to smoking while restricting use by never-smokers. I am certain that all scientists working in this field will be willing to contribute to this process. In any case, a decision to ban electronic cigarettes will represent nothing more than a great opportunity missed.

With respect

Dr Konstantinos Farsalinos
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